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Abstract. With the acceleration of globalization and the increasingly fierce competition in the market, luxury brands are facing many challenges in the process of seeking sustainable growth. As an important strategic tool, brand extension strategy is of great significance to the growth and development of luxury brands. Nevertheless, there are differences in consumers' perception and acceptance of luxury brands under different cultural backgrounds, which makes it necessary for luxury brands to consider the influence of cultural factors when implementing extension strategies. This paper emphasizes the importance of cultural sensitivity in luxury brand extension strategies. Firstly, this paper explains the definition and importance of luxury brand extension strategies, and through comparing the cases of luxury brand extension strategies in different cultural contexts, the paper provides references for luxury brands to formulate extension strategies that are more in line with their target markets, so as to enhance their brand value and market competitiveness.
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1. Definition and Importance of Luxury Brand Extension Strategies

1.1. Definition of Luxury Brand Extension Strategies
Luxury brand extension strategies refer to the strategies whereby a luxury brand, while maintaining its core values and brand image, launches new products or services related to its core products, in order to expand its market share, increase its revenues and further consolidate its brand image and value. These strategies allow luxury brands to enter new market segments by capitalizing on the reputation and popularity of existing brands while maintaining their uniqueness and core values. Through brand extension, luxury brands can meet diversified consumer needs and remain competitive in a highly competitive market. However, extension strategies also need to be carefully considered to ensure consistency between the new product or service and the original brand image which can avoid dilution of brand value and consumer confusion. Successful luxury brand extension strategies need to take into account market demands, brand positioning and target consumer segments to ensure that the extension fits with the original brand and can bring unique value and experience to consumers.

1.2. Importance of Luxury Brand Extension Strategies
As shown in Figure 1, luxury brand extension strategies are important for long-term brand development and market competition.

1) Satisfying Consumer Demands: Luxury brands through the extension strategies can launch more diversified and personalized products and services to meet the diversified needs of consumers and enhance the brand's market competitiveness.

2) Expanding Market Share: Through the extension strategies, luxury brands can expand new market areas and attract more potential consumers, which can expand market share and improve brand awareness and influence.

3) Enhancing brand value: The extension strategies help to consolidate the image and reputation of luxury brands, and enhance the value and recognition of the brand. By launching new products or services related to their core products, luxury brands can further strengthen the core value and uniqueness of the brands.
4) Creating new business opportunities: Luxury brands can develop new market segments and business opportunities through extension strategies, bringing more revenues and profits to the brands. At the same time, the extension strategies also help to increase the added value and profitability of the brands.

2. Cases Study of Luxury Brand Extension Strategies in Different Cultural Contexts

2.1. Luxury Brand Extension Strategies in the Context of Asian Culture

In the context of Asian culture, the extension strategies of luxury brands need to take into account the characteristics of Asian culture. In the Asian market, consumers have a high demand for product quality and innovation. Because of this, luxury brands can focus on product innovation and research and development, and launch new products that meet the needs of Asian consumers in order to satisfy their pursuit of quality and innovation. Asian culture focuses on brand storytelling and heritage, and luxury brands can build an emotional connection with Asian consumers by telling the histories, stories and cultural connotations of their brands. At the same time, they can also integrate the brand stories into design and marketing through heritage and innovation to enhance the brand's attractiveness and sense of identity. In addition, in the Asian market, consumers' demand for service experience is also extremely high. Luxury brands can provide quality services and experiences, such as customized services and exclusive customer care, in order to satisfy Asian consumers' demand for respectability and uniqueness. Through the implementation of these strategies, luxury brands can better adapt to the cultural characteristics of the Asian market so as to satisfy consumers' needs in order to enhance brand value and market competitiveness.

2.2. Luxury Brand Extension Strategies in the Context of European Culture

In the context of European culture, the extension strategies of luxury brands need to take into account the cultural background, values and purchasing habits of European consumers, and the following are some suggestions for the extension strategies of luxury brands in the context of European culture. First, stick to the core values of the brand. European consumers have high expectations for the quality and uniqueness of luxury products. Therefore, luxury brands must adhere to the core values of the brand when extending, and ensure that the new products or services maintain the same high quality
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and standard as the original brand. Second, expand high-end customization services. European consumers have a high demand for personalization and customization. Luxury brands can consider providing high-end customization services to create unique products for consumers according to their needs and preferences. Third, launch limited edition products. The European market values scarcity and uniqueness. Luxury brands can create a sense of exclusivity and uniqueness by launching limited edition products to attract the attention and purchase of European consumers. Fourth, promote environmental protection and sustainable development. In recent years, the European market has been paying increasing attention to environmental protection and sustainable development. Luxury brands can consider the use of sustainable raw materials and the implementation of environmentally friendly production in their extension to meet the needs of European consumers for environmental protection and sustainable development.

2.3. Luxury Brand Extension Strategies in the Cultural Context of the Americas

In the context of the American culture, the extension strategies of luxury brands need to take into account the characteristics of the American culture including openness, diversity and pragmatism. First, the Americas is a diverse market with many cultural backgrounds. Luxury brands can launch targeted products and services for consumers from different regions and cultural backgrounds through diversified market expansion strategies. Second, consumers in the Americas focus on pragmatism and prefer products that are simple, practical and convenient. Therefore, luxury brands can focus on the practicality and functionality of their products when extending to meet the needs of consumers in the Americas. In addition, Americas consumers are interested in brand stories and heritages. Luxury brands can establish an emotional connection with consumers in the Americas and increase brand identity and loyalty through brand storytelling, heritage and innovation. Moreover, consumers in the Americas are generally more digitally literate and have higher online shopping habits. Luxury brands can use social media marketing to build closer ties with consumers and increase brand influence. Finally, luxury brands can collaborate with well-known local brands, designers or artists to launch co-branded products or collections to expand their brand influence and market share.

3. Differential Analysis of Luxury Brand Extension Strategies in Different Cultural Contexts

3.1. Differences in Types of Extension Products

The types of products expanded by luxury brands in different cultural contexts vary, with specific differences shown in Figure 2.

1) Needs of the Target Market: There are differences in the needs and preferences of consumers for luxury goods in different cultural backgrounds. Therefore, luxury brands need to introduce product types that meet the needs of local markets according to the cultural background and consumption habits of the target markets. For example, in some cultures, consumers pay more attention to the practicality and functionality of products, while consumers in other cultures pay more attention to the fashion and design of products.

2) Brand Positioning: The brand positioning of luxury brands also influences the choice of the type of products it extends. Some luxury brands may focus more on high-end and luxury product types, while others may focus more on youthful and fashionable product types. Therefore, luxury brands need to choose suitable product types for extension according to their own brand positioning and the needs of the target market.

3) Brand Competition: Market competition in different cultural contexts may also affect the types of products extended by luxury brands. For example, in some cultural contexts, consumers may pay more attention to the uniqueness and personalization of products, while consumers may pay more attention to the practicality and cost-effectiveness of products in other cultural contexts. Therefore, luxury brands need to adjust and improve their product types and designs according
to the changes in market competition.

4) Manufacturing Capability: Supply chains and manufacturing capabilities in different cultural contexts may also affect the types of extended products that luxury brands offer. For example, in some cultural contexts, luxury brands may need to rely on local supply chains and manufacturing capabilities to produce products that meet local market demands. While in other cultures, they may have stronger supply chains and manufacturing capabilities to produce higher quality and more complex products.
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**Figure 2. Differences in Types of Extension Products**

3.2. Differences in Extension Market Positioning

In different cultural contexts, the market positioning of luxury brand extension strategies is significantly different from the past. There are differences in the market positioning of luxury products by consumers in different cultural backgrounds. Therefore, luxury brands need to develop market positioning strategies that meet the local market demand according to the cultural background and consumption habits of the target market. For example, in some cultures, consumers pay more attention to the uniqueness and personalization of products, while pay more attention to the practicality and cost-effectiveness of products in others. Therefore, they need to adjust and improve their positioning strategies according to the needs of their target markets. Consumers in different cultures have different image perceptions of luxury brands. They need to mold their brand image according to the cultural background and consumption habits of the target market. The relevant differences require luxury brands to develop suitable market positioning strategies according to the actual situation of the local market and the characteristics of their own brand in order to improve the brand's market competitiveness and market share.

3.3. Differences in Modes of Extension Dissemination

The differences in the way luxury brands extend their communication in different cultural contexts are mainly reflected in the communication channels, communication contents and communication methods, etc. These differences require them to develop suitable communication strategies according to the actual situation of the local market and the characteristics of their own brands. In concrete practice, luxury brands should choose suitable communication channels for brand promotion and product publicity according to the cultural background and consumption habits of the target market. For example, in some cultural backgrounds, consumers prefer to obtain information about luxury goods through social media, blogs and other online channels, while in other cultural backgrounds, they prefer to obtain information about luxury goods through traditional media, magazines and other channels. Consequently, luxury brands need to develop suitable communication strategies according to the needs of their target markets and the characteristics of their communication channels. In addition, brands need to develop communication contents that meet the local market demand according to the cultural background and consumption habits of the target market. As an example, in
some cultures, consumers pay more attention to the uniqueness and personalization of products, while in other cultures, they pay more attention to the practicality and cost performance of products. Therefore, luxury brands need to develop strategies tailored to the needs of the target market and the characteristics of the communication content.

4. Conclusion

To sum up, luxury brands need to have a global vision as well as localized intelligence. They should not only understand their global brand images and values, but also be flexible enough to adapt to the specific needs and expectations of different cultures when developing and executing their brand extension strategies. After analyzing the differences in luxury brand extension strategies in different cultural contexts, this study highlights the importance of cultural sensitivity in luxury brand extension strategies. Since various cultural contexts have a profound impact on the acceptance, perception and values of luxury brands, it is important for brands to fully consider and respect these differences when considering such strategies. After a comprehensive analysis, by meeting the specific needs of the local market while maintaining the core values of the brand, luxury brands can gain an edge in global competition and achieve sustained success and growth.
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